Online feature selection is a challenging topic in data mining. It aims to reduce the dimensionality of streaming features by removing irrelevant and redundant features in real time.
Introduction
Feature selection [1] [2] [3] [4] is the most referenced method for reducing dimensions of features. It can efficiently combat the curse of dimensionality [5] by removing irrelevant and redundant features [6] . The final goal is to extract an "optimal subset" of features from the original features [3] , so that the classifiers can learn from it to improve prediction accuracy and achieve better time complexity during classification. As an important direction for feature selection, streaming feature selection (SFS) assumes that the number of training instances is fixed while the number of features increases over time [2] . For the streaming feature, features flow in one at a time, and each feature is required to be processed online upon arrival. However, all the features cannot be present in advance. Therefore, traditional batch learning that assumes that the feature selection task is conducted in an off-line learning fashion and that all features of the training instances are given a priori is not suitable [3] . Recently, online
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Notations, Definitions, and Formalizations
The entire feature set consists of four types of features: irrelevant, redundant, weakly relevant but non-redundant, and strongly relevant features [6] . Strongly relevant features are indispensable in the sense that they cannot be removed without loss of prediction accuracy. If a strongly relevant feature is removed alone, it will result in performance deterioration of an optimal classifier. Weakly relevant features can sometimes contribute to prediction accuracy. Therefore, they are divided into non-redundant features and redundant features [6] . Irrelevant features are not necessary for improving prediction accuracy [20] . A feature is irrelevant if it is not strongly or weakly relevant [3] . Definitions of these concepts are provided in Section 3.1.2.
In the feature selection process, the features selected for class attributes include an optimal feature subset [20] that contains all non-redundant features and strongly relevant features [6] . The optimal feature subset is called the Markov blanket of class attributes. The Markov blanket criterion removes only attributes that are unnecessary, including completely irrelevant and redundant features [35] . Table 1 demonstrates symbols and notations used in this paper. In the present study, we consider the problem of OSFSF for datasets with low redundancy and high relevance. S is the set of feature spaces containing all available features under the streaming feature condition. Assuming that f i denotes the ith input feature and a new incoming feature at time t i , CSF i−1 is the selected feature set until time t i−1 (CSF i ⊂ S), and C is the class attribute [19] . Since we process one dimension at a time, the research problem at any time t i is how to maintain a minimum size of a feature subset, S i , online. 
Notation Mathematical Meanings
Notation
Mathematical Meanings
X i the data set at time t i , denoted as X i = [x 1 , x 2 , ..., x n ] T ∈ R n×i S the set of feature space under the streaming features f a feature, f ∈ S t i a time point of the ith arriving feature f i the ith arriving feature at time t i CFS candidate feature set at current time C class attribute (target variable) P(x) event probability of feature x P(.|.) conditional probability ρ a threshold α significance levels of 0.05 or 0.01 in statistics MB(C)
Markov blanket of C a ⊥ b a is independent of b
Definitions
Definition 1 (Conditional Independence). In a variable set S, two random variables x, y ∈ S are conditionally independent given a set of variables S i ⊆ S\{x, y} with respect to a probability distribution P, iff there exists an assignment of x and y, s.t. P(x|y, S i ) = P(x|S i ) , denoted as x⊥y|S i .
Conditional independence is a generalization of the traditional notion of statistical independence. If two variables x and y are independent, then the joint distribution is the product of the marginal: P(x) = P(x) P(y), denoted as x⊥y. If they are dependent given some conditioning set, S i , then we can write P(x,y|S i ) = P(x|S i ) P(y|S i ). Conditional independence is a key concept in Bayesian networks because of the factorizations of the allowed joint probability distribution [36] .
To characterize conditional independence, according to the elements size of S i in Definition 1, we can divide conditional independence into three disjoint categories, namely null-conditional independence (|S i | = 0), single-conditional independence (|S i | = 1), and multi-conditional independence (|S i | > 1).
Definition 2 (Markov blanket).
In a variable set S, the Markov blanket of a class attribute, C, denoted as MB(C), is a minimal set of features. The MB(C) makes ∀s ∈ S/(MB(C) ∪ {C}), s.t. s⊥C|MB(C) .
The Markov blanket of a node, C, denoted MB(C), is the set of parents, children, and children's parents of C. Using the Markov blanket for feature selection can eliminate conditionally independent features without increasing our distance from the desired distribution. The Markov blanket criterion only removes attributes that are unnecessary: attributes that are irrelevant to the target variable and attributes that are redundant given other attributes [20] .
Definition 3 (Strong relevance [6]).
A feature x is strongly relevant to the class attribute, C, iff ∀S i ⊆ S − {x}, s.t. P(x|S i , C) .
Definition 4 (Weak relevance [6]).
A feature x is weakly relevant to the class attribute, C, iff ∃S i ⊆ S − {x}, s.t. P(x|S i , C).
Definition 5 (Redundant features [6])
A feature x is redundant to the class attribute, C, iff it is weakly relevant to C and has a Markov blanket, MB(x), that is a subset of the Markov blanket of MB(C).
Definition 6 (Irrelevance [6]).
A feature x is irrelevant to a class attribute, C, iff it is ∀S i ⊆ S − {x} , s.t.P(S i | x, C)= P(S i |C).
Formalization of Online Feature Selection with Streaming Features
In traditional feature selection, all candidate features are available before learning starts [37, 38] . For streaming features, features are generated dynamically and arrive one by one. Hence, it is not practical to wait until all features have been generated before feature selection begins [16] . In OSFSF, the data stream is fixed, whereas features keep arriving, and each feature is evaluated upon arrival. This poses great challenges to traditional feature selection approaches. A sketch of feature stream with a fixed data stream is provided in Figure 1 . In Figure 1 , let Xi represent the data set at time ti, denoted as Xi = [x1, x2, …, xn] T ∈ R n×i , where n is the number of samples, i is the number of features so far over an i-dimensional feature space, and
denote the class label vector with m distinct class labels. C denotes the class attribute, and at each time, ti, we just obtain feature fi of S but do not know the exact number of i in advance. Therefore, the problem is to derive x to c mapping at each time step. This is possible using a subset of the features that have arrived so far. In Figure 1 , let X i represent the data set at time t i , denoted as X i = [x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x n ] T ∈ R n×i , where n is the number of samples, i is the number of features so far over an i-dimensional feature space, and S = [f 1 , f 2 , . . . , f i ] T ∈ R i . Let C = [c 1 , c 2 , . . . , c m ] T ∈ R m denote the class label vector with m distinct class labels. C denotes the class attribute, and at each time, t i , we just obtain feature f i of S but do not know the exact number of i in advance. Therefore, the problem is to derive x to c mapping at each time step. This is possible using a subset of the features that have arrived so far.
Framework for Filtering Conditional Independence
The feature selection process can be performed step by step, as illustrated in Figure 2 , assuming that the feature space is the set of all features before the arrival of new features f i at time t i . Of course, we do not save this space, but we filter only the new features. In Figure 1 , let Xi represent the data set at time ti, denoted as Xi = [x1, x2, …, xn] T ∈ R n×i , where n is the number of samples, i is the number of features so far over an i-dimensional feature space, and
denote the class label vector with m distinct class labels. C denotes the class attribute, and at each time, ti, we just obtain feature fi of S but do not know the exact number of i in advance. Therefore, the problem is to derive x to c mapping at each time step. This is possible using a subset of the features that have arrived so far.
The feature selection process can be performed step by step, as illustrated in Figure 2 , assuming that the feature space is the set of all features before the arrival of new features i f at time i t . Of course, we do not save this space, but we filter only the new features. In this section, we propose a framework for filtering conditional independence to deal with data with streaming features, as illustrated in Figure 3 . In this section, we propose a framework for filtering conditional independence to deal with data with streaming features, as illustrated in Figure 3 . We use the filtering of null-conditional independence to identify and remove irrelevant features from streaming features. If an incoming feature is relevant to the class attribute C, the feature is added into CFS. If not, the feature would be discarded due to its irrelevance with C. Proposition 1. The features filtered by null-conditional independence are irrelevant features.
Proof. When one assumes (x, y) ∈ CFS, and considers Definitions 1 and 6, the following holds:
Therefore, x and y are non-conditionally independent and irrelevant to each other.
Filtering of Single-Conditional Independence
The selected features may become redundant with time. We use the filtering of single-conditional independence to first remove parts of redundant features from a candidate feature set CFS.
The filtering of single-conditional independence is divided into two stages in order: filtering of single-conditional independence 1 and filtering of single-conditional independence 2.
Filtering of single-conditional independence 1: The single-conditional independence is filtered under the condition of each feature in the CFS. The filtering process is as follows (Figure 4 ):
Step (1): Let CFS = {f 1 , f 2 , f 3 , f 4 , f 5 }; C is a class attribute, and f 6 is a new feature.
Step (2) 
Step (3): Else CFS = CFS ∪ {f 6 }.
Step (4): Return CFS.
When a new feature is added, every feature in the CFS element is used as a condition for feature selection. Once conditional independence is met, the new feature will be discarded, as illustrated in Figure 4 .
Step (2): For each fi ∈CFS,
Step (3): Else CFS = CFS  { f6 }.
When a new feature is added, every feature in the CFS element is used as a condition for feature selection. Once conditional independence is met, the new feature will be discarded, as illustrated in Figure 4 . 
Proposition 2. C is a class attribute, i
f is a new feature at time ti. If  f ∈ CFS satisfies the filtering of
Proof. When one considers filtering of single-conditional independence 1, the following holds:
and using Definition 2, we obtain i
, S is a set of the feature space, Proposition 2. C is a class attribute, f i is a new feature at time t i . If ∃ f ∈ CFS satisfies the filtering of single-conditional independence 1, i.e.,
, through filtering of single-conditional independence 1, f i / ∈ CFS, and using Definition 2, we obtain f i ∈ S/CFS ∪ {C} s.t. f i ⊥C|CFS , S is a set of the feature space, then, f i / ∈ MB(C). Therefore, Proposition 2 is proven.
Filtering of single-conditional independence 2:
The single-conditional independence is filtered on the condition of a new feature. The filtering process is as follows ( Figure 5 ):
Step (1): Let CFS = {f 1 , f 2 , f 3 , f 4 , f 5 , f 7 }, C is a class attribute, and f 7 is a new feature that is already added in the CFS through the filtering of single-conditional independence 1.
Step (2)
Step (3): Return CFS.
When a new feature is merged into CFS, it is used as a single condition to determine independence with each of the other features in the CFS. Once conditional independence is met, the other features in the CFS are discarded. For example, the features f 3 and f 5 are discarded, as illustrated in Figure 5 . 
Proposition 2. C is a class attribute, i
, S is a set of the feature space, then, . Therefore, Proposition 2 is proven.
Filtering of single-conditional independence 2:
Step (1): Let CFS = {f1, f2, f3, f4, f5, f7}, C is a class attribute, and f7 is a new feature that is already added in the CFS through the filtering of single-conditional independence 1.
When a new feature is merged into CFS, it is used as a single condition to determine independence with each of the other features in the CFS. Once conditional independence is met, the other features in the CFS are discarded. For example, the features f3 and f5 are discarded, as illustrated in Figure 5 . Proposition 3. C is a class attribute, f i is a new feature at time t i , f i ∈ CFS, If ∃ f ∈ CFS/{ f i }, that satisfies the filtering of single-conditional independence 2, i.e., f ⊥C|[
Proof. When the filtering of single-conditional independence 2 is considered, the following holds:
, and using Definition 2, we obtain the following:
f i ∈ CFS, and features in the CFS are conditionally dependent on each other, s.t. f ⊥C|CSF/{ f } , and f / ∈ MB(C). Therefore, Proposition 3 is proven.
Filtering of Multi-Conditional Independence
In filtering of single-conditional independence, if a feature is still not redundant, it is retained in the CFS. Therefore, we use the filtering of multi-conditional independence to identify surplus parts of redundant features in the CFS. After filtering of multi-conditional independence, the remaining features in the CFS become strongly relevant or non-redundant.
Filtering of multi-conditional independence: When a new feature is merged into the CFS, filtering of multi-conditional independence is started. The filtering steps are as follows:
Step (1): C is a class attribute; for each f ∈ CFS,
Proposition 4. For a class attribute, C, the candidate feature set CFS goes through filtering of multi-conditional independence. If ∀f ∈ CFS, ∀S i ⊆ CFS/{f}, s.t. f ⊥C|S i , then, f ∈ MB(C).
Proof. Suppose CFS has already been filtered through the filtering of multi-conditional independence. ∀f ∈ CFS, ∀S i ⊆ CFS/{f }, s.t. f ⊥C|S i . Because the MB (C) is a subset of CFS, ∃S i = MB (C), s.t. f ⊥C|MB(C) . According to Definition 2, if f ⊥C|MB(C) , f / ∈ MB (C). Therefore, f ∈ MB(C).
Online Streaming Feature Selection Algorithms
The ConInd Algorithm and Analysis
The ConInd framework is used with online feature selection for filtering of streaming features. We provide the detailed proposal of the ConInd algorithm, as illustrated in Figure 6 . In the ConInd algorithm, CFS is a candidate feature set of current time, whereas f i is a new feature at time t i .
Filtering 1: Filtering of null-conditional independence: In Steps 5 and 6, the filtering of null-conditional independence is executed. If f i is an irrelevant feature with a class attribute C, the feature f i is discarded. Otherwise, the feature f i is further used in the filtering of single-conditional independence.
Filtering 2: Filtering of single-conditional independence: The filtering of single-conditional independence is orderly divided into two step categories: Steps 8-11 involve the filtering of single-condition independence 1, whereas Steps 12-15 involve the filtering of single-condition independence 2.
• Filtering of single-conditional independence 1: For each feature in the CFS, we determine the conditional independence with the class attribute • During the filtering of single-conditional independence 2: For the new feature f i , the conditional independence of each feature in the CFS expected for f i is determined one feature at a time.
f from CFS and jump to Step 3. The reason is that f and C are conditionally independent under the condition of f i . Therefore, the feature f is unnecessary if
, the feature f i is kept in the CFS. Then, we continue filtering for multi-conditional independence. The ConInd algorithm uses the notation f i ⊥C|S , S ⊆ CFS − { f i }, to denote conditional independence. To evaluate f i ⊥C|S , ConInd uses the p-value returned by the G 2 test for discrete data and Fisher's z-test for continuous data to measure it, with a significance level of 0.05 or 0.01 often used. In the present study, we set the significance level threshold value to 0.05.
Assuming that α is a given significance level of 0.05 and ρ is the p-value returned, f i ⊥C|S defines the null hypothesis (H 0 ). f i and C are conditionally independent given S, iff ρ > α. f i ⊥C|S defines the alternative hypothesis (H 1 ). f i and C are non-conditionally independent given S, iff ρ ≤ α.
 
24: SF = CFS;
24: output SF.
O(1) Figure 6 . The ConInd algorithm. Figure 6 . The ConInd algorithm.
The Time Complexity of ConInd
The complexity of the ConInd algorithm depends on the test of null-conditional, single-conditional, and multi-conditional independence. It is assumed that |N| is the number of features that have arrived so far, |N i | is the number of irrelevant features with the class attributes that have arrived so far, |M| is the number of remaining features before multi-conditional independence filtering, and |CSF| is the size of candidate feature sets that have arrived so far, as illustrated in Figure 6 . Table 2 presents that the time complexity of filtering of single-conditional independence is obviously lower than multi-conditional independence with increasing |CFS|. The key advantage of the ConInd algorithm is that, in the phase of filtering single-conditional independence, some redundant features are filtered. Objectively, |CFS| and |M| become smaller in the phase of filtering multi-conditional independence, and the time complexity, O(|M||CFS|2 |CFS| ), is significantly reduced. Table 2 . The time complexity in the phase of three-layer filtering.
Phase of Filtering
Cost
The time complexity of ConInd is O(|N| + (|N| − |N i |)|CFS| + |M||CFS|2 |CFS| ). The time complexity of ConInd is mainly determined by the parameters |N|, |N i |, |M|, and |CFS|. If most elements in the feature set are irrelevant features, the time complexity of ConInd becomes close to O(|N|). |M| and |CFS|, particularly |CFS|, have the greatest impact on the ConInd algorithms. In general, the value of |CFS| is far less than |N| − |N i |, and |N|, (|CFS| < |M| < |N| − |N i | < |N|). Through three-layer filtering, it can be ensured that |M| is not very large. We will discuss the details in Section 5.2. With the continuous arrival of strong relevance features, the complexity of ConInd becomes very high. The larger the volumes of irrelevant and redundant features are, the faster the ConInd algorithm is. The worst-case complexity is O(|N| + |N||CFS| + |N||CFS|2 |N| ), where the size of the feature within the CFS is |N| in Step 17. Of course, this situation rarely exists.
Analysis of Approximate Markov Blankets of ConInd
We mine an approximate Markov blanket of the streaming feature for the following reasons:
(1) To guarantee that the class attribute has a unique Markov blanket, the distribution of the dataset must be faithful [20, 35] . However, many datasets from real-world applications may violate the faithful condition, and this makes the Markov blanket of a class attribute to be not unique [22] . (2) An optimal feature selection should select strongly relevant and non-redundant relevant features. However, as features continuously arrive in a streaming fashion, it is difficult to find all the strongly relevant and non-redundant features [3] . Therefore, we only attempt to find an approximate Markov blanket.
Through three-layer filtering, the ConInd algorithm discards many features from the CFS. The remaining features constitute elements of the selected feature set. According to Propositions 1-4, the discarded features do not belong to the Markov blanket of a class attribute. Obviously, the ConInd algorithm cannot move strongly relevant or non-redundant relevant features from the CFS. The ConInd algorithm can discard as many irrelevant and redundant features as possible. The set of selected features is called an approximate Markov blanket.
Experiments and Analysis
Experimental Setup
We empirically evaluated the performance of the algorithms. All experiments were conducted on a computer with Intel (R) Xeon (R) CPU E3-1505M 3.0 GHz, 32 GB RAM.
We tested representative algorithms of Alpha-investing and OSFS on the 14 benchmark datasets in Table 3 . The arcene, colon, ionosphere, and leukemia datasets come from the NIPS 2003 feature selection challenge [8] and one frequently studied public microarray dataset (wdbc). We also downloaded the datasets from Causality Workbench, such as slyva, lung, cina0, reged1, lucas0, marti1, and lucap0. Cina0 is a marketing dataset derived from census data while reged1 is a genomics dataset that could be responsible for lung cancer. Marti1 is obtained from the data generative process of simulated genomic data. Lucas0 is a lung cancer simple set, whereas lucap0 is a lung cancer set with probes. They are used to model a medical application for the diagnosis, prevention, and cure of lung cancer. The number of features ranges from 11 to 10,000, and the number of samples varies from 72 to 145,252. In particular, the number of features in seven datasets-marti1, reged1, lung, prosate_GE, leukemia, arcene, and Smk_can_187-is larger than the number of samples. These 14 datasets cover a wide range of real-world application domains, including gene expressions, ecology, and casual discovery. This makes the construction of feature selection extremely challenging. We preprocessed the data, for example deleting similar columns in the leukemia dataset. #, the number of features, Size, the number of instances.
Our comparative study had the following design and compares the ConInd algorithm with two state-of-the-art online feature selection algorithms, namely Alpha-investing and OSFS, using 10-fold cross validation on each training dataset. The experiment was traced as follows: (1) analyzing the change in the number of features at every stage of running the ConInd; (2) comparing the prediction accuracy of ConInd with Alpha-investing and OSFS through some state-of-the-art classifiers, including Decision Tree, KNN, SVM, and Ensemble using their implementation provided in the MATLAB app tool; (3) analyzing the number of selected features and running time in different algorithms; and (4) analyzing changing trends in the numbers of selected features and running time in different ratios of the streaming features.
Number of Features through Filtering of Conditional Dependence in the ConInd Algorithm
To observe the variation of number of features through every filtering phases, i.e., null-conditional independence, single-conditional independence, and multi-conditional independence, Table 4 summarizes the variation of number of features with the three-layer filtering of conditional independence in ConInd algorithm. #, the number of selected features; #IFS, the number of initial feature space; #NIC, # via the filtering of Null-conditional dependence; #SIC, # through the filtering of Single-conditional dependence; #MIC, # through the filtering of Multi-conditional dependence; SF, selected feature of running algorithm.
In Table 4 , we can observe that the elements of the candidate feature set gradually decrease under the three-layer filtering of conditional dependence. The filtering efficiency of ConInd increases with variation of feature number in the CFS. Moreover, the higher the dimension is, the more obvious the effect of ConInd is because, with the increase of feature scale, irrelevant features and redundant features will rapidly increase. For the five datasets of sylva, cina0, lucap0, reged1, and Lung, the number of selected features in the SF is greater than 10. This is because there are many features that are strongly relevant with class attribute in these datasets. For such datasets, the ConInd algorithm often has shorter running time than OSFS, especially for the datasets highlighted in bold. The reason is that most of the features have been filtered by the filtering of single-conditional independence. In the multi-conditional filtering phase, the size of filtering condition is relatively smaller than OSFS. We discuss the details in Section 5.3.2.
Comparison of ConInd with Two Online Algorithms
The above algorithms were all implemented in LOFS (Library of Online streaming Feature Selection) [39] , an open-source library of online feature selection streaming features in MATLAB. To evaluate selected features in the experiments, we used the following 12 classifiers: Decision Tree (Complex Tree, Medium Tree, and Simple Tree), SVM (Linear SVM, Quadratic SVM, and Cubic SVM), KNN (Fine KNN, Medium KNN, and Cubic KNN), and ENSEMBLE Classifiers (Bagged Trees, Subspace discriminant, and RUSBoosted Trees). The classifiers were integrated into the MATLAB app tool.
To compare the performance of the proposed ConInd with existing streaming feature selection methods, we evaluated ConInd and its rivals based on prediction accuracy, sizes of selected feature sets, and running time. In the remaining sections, we present the following statistical comparisons to further analyze the prediction accuracy of ConInd.
Prediction Accuracy
As illustrated in Figure 7 , we summarize the prediction accuracy for the 12 classifiers on the 14 datasets during online learning. The labels of the x-axis from 1 to 14 denote the datasets: (1) wdbc; (2) colon; (3) lucas0; (4) sylva; (5) ionosphere; (6) cina0; (7) lucap0; (8) marti1; (9) reged1; (10) Lung; (11) prosate_GE; (12) leukemia; (13) arcene; and (14) Smk_can_187.
We conducted experiments on these datasets using G 2 tests for discrete data and Fisher's Z-test for continuous data at a significance level α = 0.05. The prediction accuracies of ConInd and OSFS were higher than that of Alpha-investing on 5-14 datasets in these classifiers. ConInd consistently achieved higher accuracy in all classifiers except for RUBSBoosted Trees. As shown in Figure 7 , the accuracies of the classifiers were overtly reduced in the leukemia, marti1, and reged1 datasets. As shown in the three curves in Figure 7 , we observed that Alpha-investing, OSFS, and ConInd have the same prediction accuracies in some datasets. There are seven datasets in ComplexTree, two in Medium Tree, four in SimpleTree, five in Liner SVM, four in Quadratic SVM, four in Cubic SVM, five in FineKNN, four in Medium KNN, four in Cubic KNN, four in Bagged Trees, four in Subspace discriminant, and three in RUBSBoosted Trees. Prediction accuracies for the wdbc, lucas0, and sylva datasets were equal, except for RUBSBoosted Trees, because they have the same respective selected features. Table 5 presents the results of average accuracy in three different algorithms for the 14 datasets. For the average of Decision Tree, SVM, KNN, and ENSEMBLE, ConInd offers higher average accuracy (i.e., 88.79, 88.63, 9.76, and 88.61, respectively) than Alpha-investing (i.e., 83.74, 84.08, 83.2, and 82.3, respectively) does. The average classification accuracy of the features selected using the ConInd algorithm is the highest among the three algorithms. It is important to note that the average accuracy of ConInd is 5.62% higher than that of Alpha-investing. same prediction accuracies in some datasets. There are seven datasets in ComplexTree, two in Medium Tree, four in SimpleTree, five in Liner SVM, four in Quadratic SVM, four in Cubic SVM, five in FineKNN, four in Medium KNN, four in Cubic KNN, four in Bagged Trees, four in Subspace discriminant, and three in RUBSBoosted Trees. Prediction accuracies for the wdbc, lucas0, and sylva datasets were equal, except for RUBSBoosted Trees, because they have the same respective selected features. In our experiments, we found that ConInd has better accuracy than Alpha-investing. As mentioned above, this is because Alpha-investing only evaluates each feature once instead of considering the redundancy of selected features. As a result, the prediction accuracy is low and unstable. Similarly, ConInd also shows slightly better average accuracy than OSFS. A possible explanation is that a few parts of strongly relevant features and non-redundant features may be discarded due to the characteristics of streaming features.
The Number of Selected Features and Running Time
To further analyze the performance of the three algorithms in the number of selected features and running time, Table 6 presents their performances in the 14 datasets. 
#, the number of selected features; Time, running time; ∑ # A and ∑ # C , respectively, the sum of # of Alpha-investing and ConInd.
• A summary of the number of selected features of the algorithms
As shown in Figure 7 , we observed that the prediction accuracy of ConInd is higher than that of Alpha-investing and OSFS for most of the datasets. However, in Table 6 , it is obvious that the number of selected features is greater in Alpha-investing than in ConInd and OSFS for many datasets. In the 14 datasets, the ratio of the average number of features for Alpha-investing is 242% higher than that for ConInd. The can be attributed to the following reasons:
(a) The predictive accuracy of Alpha-investing is low. This means that a part of the elements in Markov blanket cannot be obtained. (b) For the OSFS algorithm, during the redundant feature analysis phase, it is possible that non-redundant features are discarded under the condition of redundant features, resulting in low predictive accuracy and fewer features being selected. (c) For the ConInd algorithm, there are two aspects that account for the large number of selected features. On the one hand, ConInd significantly outperforms OSFS and Alpha-investing in mining the elements in the Markov blanket. It can find many more elements than OSFS in the Markov blanket. On the other hand, the number of #SIC is much smaller than the number of #NIC, as presented in Table 4 . This also means that the size of the feature subset for the #SIC condition is smaller than the subset of #NIC. Therefore, there is a low possibility that the feature can be discarded.
• A summary of running time of algorithms A summary of the performance of three algorithms in terms of running time is reported in Table 6 . Obviously, Alpha-investing is much faster than OSFS and ConInd for all datasets. This is because Alpha-investing considers only new features that are added; the discarded features are never considered again. This also leads to generally low prediction accuracy (Figure 7) , such as those for colon, lucap0, reged1, leukemia, and Smk_can_187 classifiers.
The performances of ConInd and OSFS in terms of running time are significantly different. The results in Table 6 indicate that OSFS is much faster than ConInd on datasets wdbc, colon, lucas0, ionosphere, lung, prosate_GE, arcene, leukemia, and Smk_can_187. Conversely, ConInd is much faster than OSFS on datasets sylva, cina0, lucap0, and reged1. These datasets are highlighted in bold. The differences arise from the feature relevance and the redundancy of the datasets. We find that the datasets in bold have more selected features (as indicated in Column 6 of Table 6 ); these datasets have low redundancy and high strong and weak relevance because the runtime for the two algorithms is significantly influenced by the size of candidate selected features. Table 7 presents that, when the datasets are lowly redundant and highly relevant, the average running time for ConInd is reduced by 53.56% compared to OSFS. This indicates that ConInd has perfect efficiency in terms of running time. To further observe the variation in of number of features and running time in every filtering phase with the increase of the feature size, we ran these algorithms by step by step increasing the features size in 14 datasets.
In the experiment, the running time was reported as execution time only. For comparison, all datasets were executed once in the same environment. We observed the variation ratio of the feature number by continuing to increase the incoming features from 20% to 100%, as presented in Table 8 . Ratio, ratio of feature space #, the number of selected features; Time, runtime; Ratio, Ratio of feature number; SF, selected feature of the algorithm; #NIC, # through the filtering of null-conditional dependence; #SIC, # through the filtering of single-conditional dependence.
At a ratio of 100% for incoming features, the changes in the features by filtering for the cina0, sylva, lucap0, and reged1 datasets were 106 → 57 → 30, 77 → 52 → 24, 94 → 49 → 40, and 541 → 16 → 13 (Table 8) . We observed that, from #NIC → #SIC → SF, there was a low range in the number of features, and more than 10 features were selected. This means that the datasets have low redundancy and high relevance. Similarly, we observed that, in the datasets for leukemia and arcene, the change of features by filtering was 2009 → 47 (2.3%) and 2666 → 13 (0.48%). The number of features declined rapidly, meaning that the features are highly redundant. For the datasets of ionosphere and marti1, the number of relevant features was only 25 and 1, respectively. Therefore, the running time for OSFS was lower than that for ConInd. This is because the filtering for single-conditional independence is not necessary for a few non-redundant features. For the first four datasets in Table 8 , OSFS significantly outperformed ConInd over many datasets in terms of the number of selected features and running time. By contrast, it was observed that, to the right of the data in Table 8 , ConInd significantly outperformed OSFS. The best result for the ConInd algorithm is highlighted in bold on the right side of Table 8 . The representative datasets include sylva, cina0, lucap0, and reged1. The results indicate that the ConInd algorithm achieved better results than OSFS in candidate feature sets with low redundancy and high relevance. OFSF is suitable for high redundancy feature streaming and spare candidate feature sets. The encouraging results verify the efficacy of the ConInd algorithm for datasets with low redundancy and high relevance.
As illustrated in Figure 8 , ConInd outperformed OSFS on the cina0, sylva, lucap0, and reged1 datasets. As the size of the features increased, the running time for OSFS increased rapidly, while the running time for ConInd remained stable. It can also be seen in Table 8 As illustrated in Figure 9 , OSFS outperformed ConInd on the ionosphere, leukemia, marti1, and arcene datasets. The running time for OSFS remained stable as the size of the features increased, while the running time for ConInd increased rapidly. It can also be seen in Table 8 that the four datasets have very few features in SF or many redundant features. Meanwhile, the number of SF for the two algorithms was less than 10; e.g., for OSFS, there are four for ionosphere, three for leukemia, one for marti1, and five for arcene. For ConInd, the number variation from #SIC to SF was 7→5, As illustrated in Figure 9 , OSFS outperformed ConInd on the ionosphere, leukemia, marti1, and arcene datasets. The running time for OSFS remained stable as the size of the features increased, while the running time for ConInd increased rapidly. It can also be seen in Table 8 that the four datasets have very few features in SF or many redundant features. Meanwhile, the number of SF for the two algorithms was less than 10; e.g., for OSFS, there are four for ionosphere, three for leukemia, one for marti1, and five for arcene. For ConInd, the number variation from #SIC to SF was 7 → 5, 47 → 8, 1 → 1, and 13 → 6 for the ionosphere, leukemia, marti1, and arcene datasets, respectively.
To sum up, Figure 8 shows that ConInd significantly improves performance in the aspect for running time while the datasets is lowly redundant and highly relevant. This is because the number of selected features is quite large in these datasets. This means that, compared with ConInd, OSFS will spend more time dealing with redundant features. In contrast, Figure 9 shows that, with the increase of feature size, ConInd is not suitable for processing the datasets with high redundancy and low relevance. The reason is that the filtering of single-conditional independence would spend some time. Instead, when the number of selected features is very small, OSFS uses very little time to process redundant features. Therefore, from the perspective of time performance, ConInd is more suitable for dealing with the datasets with low redundancy and high relevance. 
Comparison of ConInd with Two Markov Blanket Algorithms
To observe the performance of the proposed ConInd algorithm in the aspect of mining Markov blankets, we compared ConInd with other methods of discovering Markov blankets, i.e., HITON_MB and OSFS. The HITON_MB is the first concrete algorithm that would find sets of direct causes or direct effects and Markov blankets in a scalable and efficient manner [20] . However, some error nodes may be introduced. The OSFS algorithm contains online relevance analysis and online redundancy analysis based on a Markov blanket criterion. The redundant features removed earlier remain redundant during the rest of the process when some features within its Markov blanket are later removed [16] . There is a distinct difference between these two families of algorithms: HITON_MB can only handle fixed feature sets. Therefore, we fixed feature sets instead of streaming features. The Probabilistic Network Learning Toolkit for Biomedical Discovery (Causal Explorer) [31] 
To observe the performance of the proposed ConInd algorithm in the aspect of mining Markov blankets, we compared ConInd with other methods of discovering Markov blankets, i.e., HITON_MB and OSFS. The HITON_MB is the first concrete algorithm that would find sets of direct causes or direct effects and Markov blankets in a scalable and efficient manner [20] . However, some error nodes may be introduced. The OSFS algorithm contains online relevance analysis and online redundancy analysis based on a Markov blanket criterion. The redundant features removed earlier remain redundant during the rest of the process when some features within its Markov blanket are later removed [16] . There is a distinct difference between these two families of algorithms: HITON_MB can only handle fixed feature sets. Therefore, we fixed feature sets instead of streaming features. The Probabilistic Network Learning Toolkit for Biomedical Discovery (Causal Explorer) [31] is the first comprehensive library for use in MATLAB that implements the HITON_MB algorithms for discovering Markov blankets. Meanwhile, ConInd and OSFS run datasets with streaming features. To compare HITON_MB with ConInd and OSFS, it is interesting and useful to compare them directly. According to the results of the algorithm, we mainly analyzed the following aspects: (1) degree of closeness among HITON_MB, OSFS, and ConInd; and (2) the reasons for the differences in the results of the Markov blankets. Table 9 presents the results of the number of selected features for ConInd, HITON_MB, and OSFS. We observed that HITON_MB has more selected features than those in ConInd and OSFS. This is because HITON_MB discovers the Markov blanket under fixed features, and mined features may not belong to nodes in its Markov blanket. Meanwhile, many error nodes will be produced in HITON_MB. Tables 5 and 10 present the results of comparison of prediction accuracy. Although the number of selected features for ConInd is far less than that of HITON_MB, as indicated in Table A1 , the prediction accuracies of ConInd are not significantly lower than those of HITON_MB. Meanwhile, these selected features for ConInd are approximately included in HITON_MB. Meanwhile, these features are indispensable to classification and prediction, and are strongly relevant or non-redundant to class attribute. 
Conclusions
We studied the online feature selection problem with streaming features. By employing multi-layer filtering strategies with conditional independence, we proposed an online learning algorithm called ConInd to reduce the dimensionality of streaming features by removing irrelevant and redundant features in real time.
The proposed ConInd algorithm can output an approximate Markov blanket in a short running time, with high accuracy even when the streaming features have low redundancy and high relevance.
Our empirical study demonstrated that: (1) ConInd has significant performance improvements in terms of accuracy prediction compared to Alpha-investing and OSFS. The average increase in accuracy prediction was 5.62% higher than that of Alpha-investing and 0.51% higher than that of OSFS. (2) ConInd offers perfect efficiency in terms of running time when the datasets have low redundancy and high relevance. The running time was reduced by an average of 53.56% compared to that of OSFS. (3) ConInd can retain as many features as possible in the Markov blanket, thus the features are not filtered.
Meanwhile, although ConInd obviously has high prediction accuracy, many features would also potentially be selected for some datasets. Therefore, it is necessary to conduct thorough theoretical analyses and empirical studies on the following: (1) how to obtain accurate Markov blankets; and (2) how to further improve the efficiency of ConInd in terms of running time.
In addition, deep learning can be viewed as a high dimensional nonlinear data reduction scheme [40] , which represents a pervasive tendency in today's data analysis community. A deep learning model tries to learn the underlying structure of the feature space to learn a better representation of the feature. When the feature space grows over time, the challenges are shown in the following aspects: (1) in an online scenario, deep learning model would need to re-train everything when new features arrive; (2) if relevant features are introduced, uncertainty of the structure of the feature space increases; and (3) learning rate decay needs to be tuned again.
